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MESSAGE FROM THE CONFERENCE CHAIRS
Message from the Conference Chairs 2013
On behalf of the Organising Committee and the AMSRS community we are pleased to invite you to
join us at the 2013 National AMSRS Conference in Sydney.
The conference theme this year is Dare Create Inspire, a theme designed to reflect what we have
achieved as an industry and what we will contribute to life in Australia in the future by continuing to
evolve, and seeking to be the best we can be as a profession .
We recognize and thank everyone who has contributed over the years. Without the combined efforts
and energy of many minds we would not be in the position we find ourselves today. And, we need to
challenge ourselves to take the industry forward.
In creating a platform for the market and social research profession, the committee were mindful of the
need to fuel further growth in thinking, to achieve this we have built a program that reflects the range of
opportunities the industry faces. Invited speakers will showcase some of the best thinking from overseas,
with invited keynote speakers joining us from Asia, Europe, and America. Together they will inspire and
challenge our thinking, ensuring that the event helps the Australian industry grow and prosper.
We were overwhelmed with the number and quality of papers submitted, and we’d like to thank
everyone who took the time to submit a paper. Whilst the quality made the task challenging for the
committee, it has been a great benefit to the program, as we are able to offer several streams covering
all the major issues in the industry today. Streams include a very strong Government and Social
Research, New Thinking, Big Data, Mobile, Social Research and Hard to Reach Audiences. Given
this is an election year, we could not miss the opportunity of thinking about Public Polling and new
approaches to this important topic. A panel session hosted by Tony Jones should prove a stimulating,
lively, and perhaps contentious debate. Other panel sessions, on Old versus New Research and a
wrap up session bringing all the thinking together from the two days, will ensure delegates have the
opportunity to share their views and hear from others attending the conference
The Gala dinner returns once more, a chance for everyone to relax,
catch up and share a night of fun and enjoyment.
The National Conference is a not to be missed opportunity
to learn from the best, locally and globally, whilst
being able to reflect amongst peers on where
we will evolve and grow to next. We are looking
forward to sharing this wonderful event with you.
And finally a very special thank you to the
hardworking 2013 committee:, Alistair
Leathwood; Bob White; Caitlin Holliday; Chris
Mawn; Damon Jalili; George Zdanowicz;
Nick Palmer; Tiina Raikko; Victoria
Gamble – and of course the whole
AMSRS team!

MESSAGE FROM OUR PLATINUM SPONSOR
Nine Rewards is proud to be sponsoring this year’s 41st National Conference.
Nine Rewards realises the importance of being adventurous and enterprising, we believe that in order
to succeed you need to dare yourself - whether it is daring to be different or daring to stand-up for
what you believe in.
During this time of uncertainty, it is important that we create a culture of invention, where we
challenge current approaches and perceptions with new learnings and vision.
It is this sense of boldness that drives innovative insight and creativity, and inspires the industry to
move forward into the future that we envisioned at last year’s conference.
This is why the theme of ‘Dare, Create, Inspire’ is so fitting for the Market Research
industry; we are the fulcrum for change, for our clients, and by extension the market.
The Nine Rewards Team is honoured and excited to support this year’s Conference,
which boasts a remarkable line-up that will explore and discuss these issues.
Nine Rewards welcomes all delegates to
the National Conference, which we are
certain will encourage and motivate all to
‘Dare’, to ‘Create’ and to ‘Inspire’.
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CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
MEMBERSHIP
FREE

MEMBERSHIP

If you are not a member of the AMSRS, and you purchase a Full Conference Ticket at nonmember rates, we will offer you an Associate membership until June 2014. With your Associate
membership, you can take advantage of all of our membership benefits; Online access to our
members portal with free publications, webinars, conference papers, discounted and free events.

OPENING DRINKS AND KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
DRINKS

To start the festivities, Kristin Luck (US), will host a WIRE (Women in Research) networking event
and discuss her research, the first industry wide study of its kind, on “Gender Differences in the
Market Research Industry: Compensation and Opportunities”. Afterwards, we will indulge in a few
drinks (hosted by the Online Services Network (OSN) and the Qualitative Recruiters Group (QRG))
marking the start of the conference. This is a topic that involves everyone in the industry - both
Men and Women. Everyone is invited to attend.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
KEYNOTE

We have speakers from around the globe and some home-grown talent to provide the most
thought provoking, entertaining and skill sharing for our largest professional development event
of the year.

WORKSHOPS
WORKSHOP

On Wednesday 4th September we will be hosting 5 workshops held by our International Keynote
Speakers. More info on pages 12-13.

GALA DINNER
DINNER

This year’s Gala Dinner will be held in the ballroom at the Sydney Hilton - offering 5 star cuisine,
live entertainment and an opportunity to network, catch up with old friends and kick up your
heels! The Dinner theme this year is The Leopard Lounge. Think Mad Men meets Gatsby! On this
night you’re going to party like its 1949! Come as you are, or if you want to dress for the theme be
our guest. More info on page 11.

PANEL - POLL DANCING WITH TONY JONES
PANEL

In an election year where the polls are predicting a landslide change of government, we have
assembled some of the most prominent public opinion pollsters in the country to discuss key
issues in public opinion polling as well as methodological developments and innovations. To guide
the discussion, Tony Jones will be bringing his Q&A style charm and wit to direct questions from
the audience and put the panel members through their paces.

CLOSING DRINKS
DRINKS

This year, we have grown so large as a group that we will be closing the Conference in the
exhibition hall. Once you have had a cheeky drink, you can join the Young Researchers Network
(YRN) for a night out in Sydney, as they host the “after party drinks”.

EXHIBITION & NETWORKING
NETWORKING

Network with your friends and colleagues over the highest rated catering of any of our conference.
Join our exhibitors, both local and international, in our networking hub and exhibition hall.

QPMR DISCOUNTS
DISCOUNT

YRN
DISCOUNT

As in previous years a benefit to those who are part of the QPMR accreditation scheme is access
to extremely discounted conference rates, designed to enable you to continue your professional
development activities at our premier event.

YOUNG RESEARCHERS DISCOUNT
To encourage mentoring and the sharing of our industry’s knowledge and talent with those who are
up and coming in research, we are offering a cut rate for a session at the conference if you are under
30 years. Come to the second half of the last day, see the closing session and join us for the closing
drinks where you can network with your peers.

GET CONNECTED

Conference blog
Follow us on Twitter
Conference hash tag
Linked in

www.amsrsconference.com
@amsrs_au
#amsrs
AMSRS Group

AUSTRALIAN MARKET & SOCIAL RESEARCH SOCIETY
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Conference Overview

SYDNEY HILTON

WEDNESDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER - Registration from 8am - Level 2
9.00 - 12:30am

Workshop 1
Insight and research without asking questions.
Annelies Verhaeghe

1.00 - 4:30am

Workshop 4
Social learning - How leveraging social insights will
shape the future of research. Ben Smithee

5:00 - 6:00pm

WIRE (Women in Research) networking event (All welcome) hosted

6:00 - 7:00pm

Networking and Drinks hosted by the OSN & QRG

SYDNEY HILTON

THURSDAY 5TH SEPTEMBER - Registration from 8am - Level 3
9.00 - 10:30am

Level 3 - Plenary hall

Opening Plenary Session		

10:30 - 11:00am

Level 3 - Exhibition hub

Morning Tea

11:00 - 12:20pm

Level 3 - Plenary hall

Morning Plenary Session		

12:20 - 1:20pm

Level 3 - Exhibition hub

Lunch

1:20 - 2:55pm

Level 4 - Break out rooms

Afternoon Break Out Sessions

2:55 - 3:25pm

Level 3 - Plenary hall

Afternoon Tea

3:25 - 5:00pm

Level 3 - Plenary hall

Afternoon Plenary Session		

5:00 - 5:20pm

Level 4 - Break out rooms

National AGM

7:00 - 11:30pm

Gala Dinner - Ballroom - Level 3 - Hilton Hotel

SYDNEY HILTON

FRIDAY 6TH SEPTEMBER - Registration from 8am - Level 3
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9:00 - 10:45am

Level 3 - Plenary hall

Opening Plenary Session		

10:45 - 11:15am

Level 3 - Exhibition hub

Morning Tea

11:15 - 12:35pm

Level 4 - Break out rooms

Morning Break Out Sessions		

12:35 - 1:35pm

Level 3 - Exhibition hub

Lunch

1:35 - 3:00pm

Level 4 - Break out rooms

Afternoon Break Out Sessions

3:00 - 3:30pm

Level 3 - Exhibition hub

Afternoon Tea

3:30 - 5:00pm

Level 3 - Plenary hall

Closing Plenary Session		

5:00 - 6:30pm

Closing Drinks - Exhibition hub

6:30pm

After drinks hosted by the Young Researchers Network (YRN)

PLATINUM
SPONSOR:

Workshop 2
Jugaad - Applying frugal innovation to
the world of market research - Utilising
the latest business thinking.
Pravin Shekar

Workshop 3
Converting traditional research to mobile
methods: Tips, tricks and what’s next.
Kristin Luck

Workshop 5
Contemporary answers to market research questions.
Reg Baker and Sue York

d by Kristin Luck (USA)

Dare Create Inspire
Poll Dancing with Tony Jones
Digital | Social | Big Data
Global Island

ENTER THE CONFERENCE

INFOGRAPHICS
COMPETITION

FOR A CHANCE TO WIN
GREAT PRIZES.
Creative Thinking
Branding | Mobile | Hard to Reach
Government | New Technologies | The Edge
Taking the Pith

You could win a ticket
to the 2014 Conference!
For more information on how
to get involved, judging criteria,
tips and tricks and make your own
infographics websites - go to the
AMSRS Conference website:
www.amsrs.com.au/
conferenceinformation.

AUSTRALIAN MARKET & SOCIAL RESEARCH SOCIETY
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KEYNOTE

Keynote Speakers
TONY JONES
Current Affairs Journalist, ABC
One of the ABC’s most experienced radio and television current affairs journalists, Tony
Jones has reported for Four Corners and Foreign Correspondent, and is the current host
of Q&A, and Lateline on Wednesday and Thursday nights.

POLL DANCING WITH TONY JONES.
In an election year where the polls are predicting a change of government, we have assembled
some of the most prominent public opinion pollsters in the country to discuss key issues in
public opinion polling as well as methodological developments and innovations.
The panel is made up of a diverse group of well-known media and political party pollsters as
well as more traditional public opinion researchers and those who use public opinion polling for
various campaigns. To guide the discussion, Tony Jones will be bringing his Q&A style charm
and wit to direct questions from the audience and put the panel members through their paces.

NIGEL MARSH
Author, Advisor, TED Speaker
Nigel Marsh is best known for his creative pursuits. As well as the author of three books –
Fat, Forty and Fired, Overworked and Underlaid and Fit, Fifty and Fired-Up – he is also the
co-founder of Earth Hour and the founder of the upcoming Sydney Skinny. His first book is
currently being developed into a major TV series in America by the creators of ‘Two and a Half
Men’. Nigel’s TEDx speech in Sydney 2010 remains the most viewed online ever given outside
America and the 12th most watched of any given anywhere in the world.
The other side to Nigel is his 25 year career in branding and marketing. Over that time Nigel
has worked with a huge variety of organisations. From the highest profile (McDonalds, Canon,
Pepsi, P&G, Virgin, Mars, Fiat, Colgate), to national governments to local enterprises. Whether
dealing with big business issues or social engineering (AIDS, Drink Driving, Smoking, Climate
Change) Nigel has produced and managed campaigns to address almost every challenge
imaginable. This experience has given him strong views on effective marketing and, in
particular, effective leadership and team building. His most recent role, as Regional Group
CEO of Y&R Brands ANZ, involved responsibility for over 1000 staff, 36 offices and iconic brands
such as George Patterson and The Campaign Palace. During his previous role as CEO of Leo
Burnett the company won the industry’s coveted Agency of the Year award not once, but twice.
As well as his role as a speaker and author Nigel personally consults to a select group of
leading CEOs and is Special Advisor to the Australian Indigenous Education Foundation.

RISK, CREATIVITY - AND LIFE.

KRISTIN LUCK
President, Decipher
As President, Kristin Luck serves as Decipher’s brand evangelist. Her diverse background
includes a strong technical knowledge of online research systems and new product
development, combined with traditional research experience.
Kristin has over 17 years of management experience in both domestic and international
custom market and social science research with companies such as Oregon Center for
Applied Science, Lieberman Research Worldwide, ACNielsen and OTX.

THE FUTURE OF MARKET RESEARCH: BREAKING BARRIERS FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF OUR INDUSTRY.
As active members of the market research community, we need to take it upon ourselves to
impact the future of our industry in a very real way. This requires approaching business,
innovation, creativity and passion in a fully unique way – and breaking out of the box that we, as an
industry, have created for ourselves, our clients and our respondents. During this session we will
investigate and dissect the phenomenon of “collaborative competition” and explore innovative
ways to truly advance the market research industry to another level in 2013 and the future.
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See full information on our website: www.amsrs.com.au/conference2013

DAVID MCCAUGHAN
EVP, McCann Japan. Director, Truth Central Asia Pacific, McCann World Group
Based in Tokyo, Dave now plays a number of roles at McCann WorldGroup. He is the
General manager of McCann operations in Japan, overseas global strategy for all
Johnson & Johnson businesses and is a global director of Truth Central, McCann
WorldGroup’s global insight and research group. He has been with McCann since 1986.
Amazingly still seen as an Asian thought leader on youth marketing (despite the hair).
He has worked on everything from Coca-Cola to Mastercard to Cathay Pacific to Tokyo
Disneyland to Sunstar to Hitachi.
He has spoken at over 300 conferences globally and is a regular contributor and Editorial
Board member of Research World.

THE HISTORY OF MEN’S UNDERWEAR - HOW SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
CHANGE CATEGORIES.
Context is the real theme of this paper. It will argue that no matter what the category we
may be investigating we need to have a thorough understanding of the context in which it
has historically and currently sits in order to really provide insight. When you got up this
morning did you really think about what specific underwear you put on? Can you think of
good pragmatic reasons for your choice? Have you really thought about why the underwear
in your drawer got there? Marketers and researchers are good at asking a lot of questions
about current activities but we are pretty poor at considering that the reasons products are
segmented, marketed and purchased has more to do with technological and social history
than rational thought. Sure there will be a few laughs as we track through some of the
history of men’s underwear, and hey who would not laugh at tighty whitey’s advertising.
But there is also a request among the fun. Think more about history and how people are
influenced by what is going on around them than what is happening in the category itself.

ANNELIES VERHAEGHE
Head of Research and Innovation, InSites Consulting
Annelies Verhaeghe is the Head of Research Innovation at InSites Consulting. She has
an interest in consumer insights and neo-observational research techniques such as
multimedia ethnography and social media netnography. Annelies won the ESOMAR Young
Researcher of the year Award in 2009.

COOKING WITH COMMUNITIES, CREATIVE RESEARCH FOR MEANINGFUL
INSIGHTS.
Research communities are the main dish nowadays in market research. But like with
every meal, you might benefit from some new ingredients to ‘spice up’ your meal. In
Europe, we evolve more and more toward fusion research. We also give new impulses
or ingredients to research communities by blending them with natural communities or
mobile bridging to the offline world. We are not the only chef! By inviting consumers in
our kitchen to help us with the analysis, we are able to increase the quality of our dish. It
is not only important what we cook but also how we serve our dish.

BEN SMITHEE
CEO, SPYCH Market Analytics
Ben is the CEO of SPYCH. His strong passion for innovation and creativity, and awareness
of the evolving world of marketing research and communications, led to his vision for
the foundation of SPYCH. Upon cofounding SPYCH in 2009, Ben has led the SPYCH team
in consulting the upper echelon of brands in preparing for “Future-Market Readiness”
by understanding the future consumers (Gen Y/Millennials), the future of tech., and the
future consumer environments on and off-line.
SPYCH’s innovative and energetic team has quickly made a name for themselves through
their ability to always have a finger on the pulse of not only what’s new, but also what
matters most to each of their clients.

AUSTRALIAN MARKET & SOCIAL RESEARCH SOCIETY

NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2013
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KEYNOTE

Keynote Speakers

continued

THE FUTURE OF MRX – FORGING A NEW FRONTIER.
While it is clear the world of research and insights is evolving rapidly, what will stick and
what will rapidly fade away into the annuls of “that was cool, but who cares”? Technology
and innovation have taken our industry by storm, and the attention is always shifting to new
methods and new tools, but what about new thinking? How are these tools and technologies
going to help us as researchers add more value? Of this new influx of options, what is really
going to give us a larger seat at the proverbial table of budgets and market share?

PRAVIN SHEKAR
Head of Krea, Krea
Pravin is a start-up specialist, entrepreneur, research evangelist and speaker. He is a man of
many moods - and and he imbibes and spreads positive energy and puts the thrust in “DOing”.
On the professional front, he is a serial entrepreneur and angel investor. Pravin is
currently head KREA, India’s leading Healthcare panel and has invested in non-profits
and social entrepreneurship ventures. He speaks at conferences on topics that cover
entrepreneurship, marketing research, innovation and international marketing.
In 2011, in recognition of Pravin’s efforts to promote MR, the American Marketing
Association has conferred the “Emerging Leader in Market Research” Award.

NOWHERE IS AN ISLAND.
Chaos theory suggests that something as small as the fluttering of a butterfly’s wing can
ultimately cause a typhoon half-way across the world.
The fluttering might be a new research strategy in India (or Thailand, or China). This
typhoon could be business disruption in Australia!
This underlines the statement: Nowhere is an island, There are no independent clusters;
and creates a few key questions for your corporate strategy – Am I on an island? Am I
safe? Am I cocooned? Or marooned?
The session will cover recent trends in APAC, emerging areas, frugal innovation and the
entrepreneurial wave – and what this means for research!

REG BAKER
Senior Consultant, Market Strategies International
Reg Baker is the former President and Chief Operating Officer of Market Strategies
International, a US-based custom research agency where he continues to serve as a
consultant. Reg also is a consultant to ESOMAR’s Professional Standards Committee
and a Research Social Scientist at the US Bureau of the Census. He is a member of the
Executive Editorial Board of the International Journal of Market Research, chaired the
AAPOR Task Force on Online Panels, and co-chaired of AAPOR’s Task Force on NonProbability Sampling. View Regs’ blog: thesurveygeek.com

NOT SO FAST.
We live in an age where technology and science seem to make all things possible. MR has
risen to the occasion with a burst of innovation that many observers argue will transform
our industry and, more fundamentally, how companies understand their markets and make
decisions about how best to meet the needs of consumers. But the road from innovation
to adoption can be long and hard. What is possible may not be probable, or easy to
accomplish. In this presentation Reg will share his thoughts about what the recent history
of MR suggests about the likely pace of adoption of new methods. He will discuss the role
of the key stakeholders in the research process – clients, consumers, and researchers – in
determining which innovations catch on and which fall to the wayside.
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Invited Speakers
NICK DREWE
Founder, Warmest 100
Nick Drewe is the creator of the Warmest 100, a social media-sourced prediction of triple
j’s Hottest 100 countdown, correctly predicting 92 out of 100 songs in 2013 by collecting
votes shared publicly via social media.
Nick delivers data-driven marketing strategies and insights to clients including a data
collection platform originally used to scrape airline-route prices and find the cheapest
tickets. Nick graduated from Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane in 2010
with a Bachelor of Media, Communication and Journalism.

HOW WE PREDICTED THE WORLD’S LARGEST MUSIC POLL USING
SOCIAL MEDIA DATA.
Every year Australia’s national public youth broadcaster triple j hosts what it calls the world’s
largest music democracy. Collecting over a million votes for songs, the Hottest 100 countdown
has become synonymous with Australia Day for many of Australia’s youth. In 2013, a group
of young online marketers, graphic designers and developers, lead by Nick Drewe, found a
loophole in the countdown’s social sharing feature that allowed them to collect a sample of
listener votes and create the Warmest 100, a social media-sourced prediction of the Hottest
100 countdown.

PATRICK O’RIORDAN
Innovation & Insights Director, Lion Dairy & Drinks
Creative and highly driven thought leader with global leadership expertise in innovation,
insights, user-centered design, marketing, planning and strategy. Internationally regarded
change agent with a passion for building cultures of innovation.
Specialties: innovation | user-centered design | business model generation | planning
+ strategy | insights + human factors | marketing + brand strategy | food science +
technology | sensory + consumer science | creative problem solving.

“ DESIGN THINKING” THROUGH THE LENS OF INSIGHTS AND RESEARCH.
Having previously worked with the CSIRO, Patrick spent the last number of years leading
innovation and insights at the world’s largest brewer, Anheuser-Bush InBev. He has been
involved in the development and/or commercial deployment of numerous novel research
techniques at the product and innovation interface (some of which were developed in
Australia). During his talk, Patrick will reflect on some of this experience and will also discuss
the changing demands on insights in challenging FMCG environments where innovation is
relied upon to drive new organic growth. In particular, he will discuss the emerging field
of ‘design thinking’ and the growing demand for ‘research in context’ giving changes in
communication technology and consumer behaviour.

CATHERINE SMITH
Insights Manager, Coca-Cola South Pacific
Catherine has worked with Coca-Cola in a number of insights roles in Australia and Great
Britain for the last 14 years and has seen many campaigns and products developed and
launched. ‘Share A Coke’ is one of her favourites.

DARE AND INSPIRE: THE SHARE A COKE STORY.
Coca-Cola has a heritage of connecting with teens and young adults. The brand, at its best,
is a signifier for youth, for freedom and good times with friends.   However, at the start of
2011, the brand and the business were facing considerable headwinds. In an increasingly
competitive and cluttered category, young people were struggling to see the relevance of
Coca-Cola and a role for it in their lives.
This is the back story of the campaign and the role of Insights but also about how the intrinsic
idea inspired us, the system and our agencies to deliver something special that has gone on
to inspire the world.

AUSTRALIAN MARKET & SOCIAL RESEARCH SOCIETY

NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2013
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Social and Networking Events
WEDNESDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER
FELLOWS DINNER OPEN TO AMSRS FELLOWS ONLY - FROM 7PM
OPENING DRINKS AND KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
5:00 - 7:00PM, LEVEL 2 HILTON HOTEL

To start the festivities, Kristin Luck (USA), will host a WIRE (Women in Research) networking
event and discuss her research, the first industry wide study of its kind, on “Gender Differences in
the Market Research Industry: Compensation and Opportunities”.
Several issues were explored during the study, which was conducted over June and July of this year
with over 600 industry respondents around the globe. Survey participants were asked questions
about compensation, children and family issues, job satisfaction and job responsibility levels.
WIRe’s mission is to encourage the establishment of empowering and nurturing relationships
IRGmore CNG
among women in market research through informal gatherings. You can download
information on WIRe and the full study results on the AMSRS website or by visiting
www.womeninresearch.com
Afterwards, we will indulge in a few drinks (hosted by the OSN
QRG)
IRGand theCNG
marking the start of the conference. This is a topic that involves everyone in
the industry - both Men and Women. Everyone is invited to attend.

THURSDAY 5TH SEPTEMBER

OSN

INDEPENDENT
RESEARCHERS
GROUP

CLIENTS
NETWORKING
GROUP

ONLINE
SERVICES
NETWORK

YRN
OSN

QRG

SRN

YOUNG
ONLINE
RESEARCHERS
SERVICES
NETWORK
NETWORK

QUALITATIVE
RECRUITERS
GROUP

SOCIAL
RESEARCH
NETWORK

INDEPENDENT
RESEARCHERS
GROUP

CLIENTS
NETWORKING
GROUP

YRN

QRG

SRN

YOUNG
RESEARCHERS
NETWORK

QUALITATIVE
RECRUITERS
GROUP

SOCIAL
RESEARCH
NETWORK

GALA DINNER - THE LEOPARD LOUNGE
7:00PM , LEVEL 3 , HILTON BALLROOM

Taking our inspiration from the speakeasies and juke joints to the lindy hop and swing clubs of
the 1940’s, The Leopard Lounge will be a lively dinner and dance party where industry friends
come together.
Join in the fun and take some swing dance lessons so you can cut a rug all night with the sounds
of the Velvet Set, featuring some of Sydney’s most talented jazz musicians who will faithfully
recreate the classic tunes of the 40’s.
The Velvet Set performs all the swing and jazz classics by: Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Nina
Simone, Nat King Cole, Glenn Miller and Cole Porter to name but a few. They also play the best
neo-swing such as Royal Crown Review, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy and the Brian Setzer Orchestra to
keep the dance floor jumping & jiving all night long.
Tantalising cabaret spot show’s including Miss Burlesque Australia, will keep you entertained all
night. Get dressed up or come as you are.
Please bring your lanyard with you as this is your entry ticket.

FRIDAY 6TH SEPTEMBER
CLOSING DRINKS 5:00 - 6:30PM, LEVEL 3, EXHIBITION HUB
This year, we have grown so large as a group that we will be closing the Conference in the IRG
exhibition hall.

YRN DRINKS MEET AT REGISTRATION DESK ON LEVEL 3 AT 6:15PM
Once you have had a cheeky drink at the end of the Conference feel free to join the
YRN (Young Researchers Network) for a night out in Sydney, as they host the “after
party drinks”
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CNG

INDEPENDENT
RESEARCHERS
GROUP

CLIENTS
NETWORKING
GROUP

YRN

QRG

YOUNG
RESEARCHERS
NETWORK

QUALITATIVE
RECRUITERS
GROUP

WORKSHOP

Workshops - Wednesday 4th September

All figures are in $AUD and include GST. Members’ rates are only available to AMSRS Members.

Members
Early Bird Rate

Non Members
Early Bird Rate

Members
After Early Bird

Non Members
After Early Bird

$350

$550

$450

$650

Workshop rates

WORKSHOP

1

WITH ANNELIES VERHAEGHE

9.00AM-12.30PM

INSIGHT AND RESEARCH WITHOUT ASKING QUESTIONS
While consumers participate less in traditional surveys, they generate more information than
ever before. Consumers cache their lives online. We can immerse in the consumer world thanks
to mobile devices and other digital technologies. As researchers we have the chance now more
than ever to fuse methods and generate more insights without actually asking questions. By
observing consumers’ actions, becoming friends online, scraping publically available content and
text-analysing it, getting physiological measures like reaction times and improving our skills in
analysing visual content we can come to a more full understanding of consumers through these neoobservational research. In the workshop, we will review the principles of online ethnography and
netnography. We will introduce the basics of text analytics, visual analysis and crowd interpretation
and illustrate how they can help you to turn observations into insights

WORKSHOP

2

WITH PRAVIN SHEKAR

9.00AM-12.30PM

JUGAAD - APPLYING FRUGAL INNOVATION TO THE WORLD OF MARKET
RESEARCH - UTILISING THE LATEST BUSINESS THINKING
Is a multi-million dollar budget necessary for innovation? Is innovation solely the realm of the
larger multi-nationals? Is money, or shortage of resources, the main blocker?
These questions are meant to pique your interest and get you thinking. Hmmm, is funding really
that important? Can we not get by and make do with what we have, right now, in our hands? India
has refined an old concept for the modern world, Jugaad - frugal innovation. In today’s world,
everything is overlapping: Work, family, colleagues, friends. We are not in an island anymore!
The workshop will address how JUGAAD can become a way of life for innovative researchers, those
looking to go beyond the brief. The workshop will show how innovation, NPD, and other forms
of research can be done when there are severe constraints. Learn how to deal with crunches in
resources, investment and mind-space! Discover how can you leverage Jugaad to expand business
boundaries, extend your operational reach and do more with limited or minimal investment?
Join Pravin Shekar, serial entrepreneur, in this journey of Jugaad, as he explores ideas, innovations
and new ways to push the boundaries:
• Learn more about Jugaad, the grassroots concept that has manifested itself across the world,
form rural India to blue chip companies like GE.
• Explore crowdsourcing and take part in group/individual exercises. Do your own Jugaad in the
workshop. A real-time, hands-on exercise to translate the concept into a thought-process
• Mix the theoretical concept with practical cases that highlight the importance of frugal innovation
• Explore practical suggestions on how Jugaad fits our research industry and the way forward.

WORKSHOP

3

WITH KRISTIN LUCK

9.00AM-12.30PM

CONVERTING TRADITIONAL RESEARCH TO MOBILE METHODS: TIPS, TRICKS
AND WHAT’S NEXT
As a planet, we’ve become people on the move – with millions connecting on the fly through mobile
devices and social networking sites ranging from cell phones to iPads. As market researchers, we
don’t want to be left behind. Learn to connect with your respondents on their turf – through their
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WORKSHOPS
SPONSORED BY

Level 2 - Hilton Hotel

2726 Solid C

326 Solid C

mobile device. In this session, we will cover mobile research best practices, sharing case studies
that show what works and what doesn’t when conducting mobile research. We’ll go into detail about
mobile privacy issues as well as creative practices that have worked in the real world to connect,
engage and deliver actionable results.
Workshop Takeaways:
• Overview of mobile tools and techniques for new research methods
• Impact on future trends in marketing research design and implementation
• Gain a clear understanding of mobile privacy issues and its impact on mobile research practices
• Gain an understanding of best practices for using mobile technology to provide creative research
solutions
• Hands on demonstration of how to convert your traditional research practice to mobile
This workshop will include interactive examples of best practices and a hands on “how to” for
converting traditional research to mobile.
In short, you will be able to see what happens when you implement a research method using tools
and techniques that truly connect with people on the move. Learn new ways to gain the data you
need to be successful through mobile market research.

WORKSHOP
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WITH BEN SMITHEE

1.00PM-4.30PM

SOCIAL LEARNING – HOW LEVERAGING SOCIAL INSIGHTS WILL SHAPE THE
FUTURE OF RESEARCH
This workshop will take the audience through the approach and basics of mining social insights
for understanding. As brands become more in-tune with utilising social media for marketing and
advertising, they are looking to researchers for thought-leadership in utilising social for greater
understanding. This workshop will bring the audience through a series of various approaches for
utilising social media platforms for greater understanding and insights. It will cover topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the various ways to utilise social media for research?
What tools are best suited for my needs?
What kinds of things can be learned for social media?
How do I start?
How do I keep from “getting behind”?
Where is it going?

The audience is encouraged to bring their own laptops to explore along with Ben throughout the
presentation.

WORKSHOP
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WITH REG BAKER & SUE YORK

1.00PM-4.30PM

CONTEMPORARY ANSWERS TO MARKET RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In 2012, ESOMAR brought together a team of researchers from around the world to write a book
aimed at new entrants in the market and social research field that would serve as a first point of
reference in a fast changing industry. In market research, there are some key concepts, ideas,
and pieces of knowledge that even the newest researcher (or a researcher new to a topic) should
have at their fingertips. The result was the recently published, Answers to contemporary market
research questions. While it is not a manual of how to conduct research, the book provides nuggets
of information that will enable new (and sometimes older) researchers to orientate themselves,
and avoid walking into too many of the traps that the changing world of market research can create.
In this workshop two of the book’s co-authors, Reg Baker and Sue York, will
reprise the book’s content and lead a discussion aimed at increasing attendees’
knowledge of market research basics, old and new. ESOMAR have kindly agreed
to give each registrant for this workshop a copy of the book.
Topics covered will include:
• Pricing research • B2B

• Communities

• Social Media

• Communicating results

AUSTRALIAN MARKET & SOCIAL RESEARCH SOCIETY
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Get connected at the 2013
AMSRS NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Conference Website:
http://www.amsrs.com.au/conference2013

Conference Blog:
http://amsrsconference.com/

Follow us on Twitter:
@amsrs_au

Tweet with Hash tag: #amsrs

Join us on twitter,
facebook and
the conference
blog to get
“spot specials”
on ticketing,
freebies and
special deals

Linked in:
AMSRS Group

Facebook:
facebook.com/pages/AMSRS-The-Australian-Market-and-Social-Research-Society/

How to tweet
at the 2013
conference
Twitter is a great way to let everyone know the
parts of the conference you are enjoying or have
found interesting. It is a fun interactive way to
pass on your opinions, alert colleagues and
peers to topics and information you have found
relevant. It is also a great way to connect and
network with others at the conference.

During the Panel sessions,
you can tweet your questions
or comments to the facilitators
to include in the discussion.

Follow these simple steps to get Tweeting!

1
2
3
4

Download Twitter App from:
a)
Apple App Store – If you have an apple device
b)
GOOGLE PLAY – If you have an android device
Create a Twitter account with your own username and password.
Write/Type(Tweet) your message in 140 characters and include the text #AMSRS
Send your message and watch it come up on the twitter feed!

Please Note: If you would like to comment / Tweet etc – please ensure that your comments
are appropriate for general viewing and are not defamatory, degrading or personal in nature.

MORNING SESSION | OPENING SESSION

FULL PROGRAM: Day 1 Thursday 5 September
From 7.30am

REGISTRATION - Hilton, Level 3

Plenary Level 3

DARE, CREATE, INSPIRE

9.00 - 9.15am

Opening

9.15 - 9.20am

Introduction
Conference Chairs: Ray Poynter and Erica Van Lieven

9.20 - 9.25am

Welcome
Kelvin Kirk
General Manager, Nine Rewards
PLATINUM SPONSOR

9.25 - 9.55am

The history of men’s underwear:
How science and society change categories.
David McCaughan
EVP McCann Japan, Director Truth Central Asia Pacific,
McCann World Group

9.55 - 10.20am

Nowhere is an island! Jugaad innovation
and the need to expand boundaries.
Pravin Shekar
Head of Krea

10.20 - 10.30am

Wrap up

10.30 - 11.00am

MORNING TEA

Plenary Level 3

POLL DANCING

11.00 - 12.20am

Poll dancing with Tony Jones.
Tony Jones
Current Affairs Journalist, ABC
Panellists:
• Rebecca Huntley
• Martin O’Shannessy
• John Scales
• Carla Stacey
• John Utting

12.20 - 1.20pm

KEYNOTE

KEYNOTE

KEYNOTE

PANEL

LUNCH
There was no limit on the number of submissions a company could provide.
All industry submissions were judged on the same criteria, and papers/
presentations were chosen on their merits. Program correct at time of printing.
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FULL PROGRAM: Day 1 - Thursday 5 September
DIGITAL

Level 3 & 4
1.20 - 1.25pm

Chair: Tiina Raikko

1.25 - 1.45pm

Market research in the social era - The
missing essential element.

AFTERNOON SESSION | BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Teri Nolan T Garage
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1.45 - 2.05pm

Social media beyond engagement.
Jason Dunstone Square Holes
Ryan Klose LeverageX

2.05 - 2.25pm

Effectiveness planning in a social age:
Turning measurement into meaning.
Grant Bird Hall & Partners

2.25 - 2.45pm

How social media and the second screen
enrich the TV viewing experience.
Steve Weaver Nine Network Australia
Neale Cotton The Lab

2.45 - 2.55pm

Questions

2.55 - 3.25pm

AFTERNOON TEA

Plenary - Level 3

GLOBAL ISLAND

3.25 - 3.35pm

Industry update. Szymon Duniec

3.35 - 4.05pm

The future of market research: Breaking
barriers for the advancement of our industry.

KEYNOTE

4.05 - 4.25pm

Chair: Erica Van Lieven

President, AMSRS

Kristin Luck President, Decipher

Design thinking through the lens
of insights and research.
Patrick O’Riordan Innovation & Insights Director, Lion Dairy & Drinks

4.25 - 4.45pm
KEYNOTE

Cooking with communities,
creative research for meaningful insights.
Annelies Verhaeghe Head of Research Innovation,
InSites Consulting

4.45 - 5.00pm

Questions / Wrap up

5.00 - 5.20pm

AMSRS AGM

Level 4

7.00pm

GALA DINNER

The Leopard Lounge - Level 3 - Hilton Ballroom

Day 1

(continued)
SOCIAL

BIG DATA

Chair: Vicki Arbes

Chair: Ray Poynter

Co-creation of a community adaptability
tool using social research.

What is big data?
John Cucka TNS

Rob Mercer Instinct and Reason

Alcohol advertisement complaints,
uphold or dismiss?

Big data or big hype?
How to leverage big data analytics
to transform customer experience.

Corey Fisher Colmar Brunton Research
Denita Wawn Brewer’s Association of Australia
and New Zealand Inc.

Chris Kirby Fifth Quadrant

Using methodological innovations to
explore social research utilisation in
Australian social policy.

How market researchers can
add value to big data.
Dean Harris Brand Navigator

Dr Jenny Povey and Elizabeth Shaw
Institute for Social Science Research,
The University of Queensland

Driving environmental outcomes – By
dismissing the environment.

Driving QANTAS’s loyalty program
effectiveness by fusing stated preference
data with revealed preference data.

Matthew Bond Quantum Market Research

Dr Con Menictas QANTAS Loyalty QANTAS
Airways Limited

Questions

Questions

GALA DINNER
THE LEOPARD LOUNGE
7:00PM HILTON BALLROOM
Taking our inspiration from the speakeasies and juke
joints to the lindy hop and swing clubs of the 1940’s. The
Leopard Lounge will be a lively dinner and dance party
where industry friends come together.
Join in the fun and take some swing dance lessons so you
can cut a rug all night with the sounds of the Velvet Set,
featuring some of Sydney’s most talented jazz musicians
who will faithfully recreate the classic tunes of the 40’s.

Please bring your lanyard with you as this is your entry ticket.

Program correct at time of printing.
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BREAKOUTSESSIONS
SESSIONS | | MORNING
MORNINGSESSION
SESSION
BREAKOUT

FULL PROGRAM: Day 2 - Friday 6 September
From 7.30am

REGISTRATION - Hilton, Level 3

Plenary - Level 3

CREATIVE THINKING

9.00 - 9.05am

Welcome & housekeeping

9.05 - 9.25am

How we predicted the world’s largest music
poll using social media data.
Nick Drewe Founder, Warmest 100

9.25 - 9.55am

The future of MRX – Forging a new frontier.
KEYNOTE

9.55 - 10.15am

Ben Smithee CEO, Spych Market Analytics

Not so fast.
KEYNOTE

10.15 - 10.40am
PANEL

Reg Baker Senior Consultant, Market Strategies International

Panel discussion: Disruptive or disappointing?
Finding the diamonds in new MR.
Reg Baker, Ben Smithee, Kristin Luck, Annelies Verhseghe

10.40 - 10.45am

Wrap up

10.45 - 11.15am

MORNING TEA

Level 3 & 4

BRANDING

11.15 - 11.20am

Chair: Nick Palmer

11.20 - 11.45am

Using the metaphor of human
relationships to rethink brand research.
Rob Highett-Smith and Juergen Merz GfK

11.45 - 12.05am

Dare and inspire: The share a coke story.
Catherine Smith Coca Cola

12.05 - 12.25pm

Changing the conversation.
Lisa Lewers Lewers Research
Bob Sharma Telstra
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Chair: Ray Poynter

12.25 - 12.35pm

Questions

12.35 - 1.35pm

LUNCH

Day 2
PANEL DISCUSSION
PANEL

DISRUPTIVE OR DISAPPOINTING?
FINDING THE DIAMONDS IN NEW MR.
Members: Reg Baker (moderator), Ben Smithee,
Kristin Luck, Annelies Verhaeghe
Market research is deluged with new approaches and techniques from
Big Data to facial coding, from social media to passive tracking. The panel
will be grilled by defender of the faith Reg Baker to identify the gems from
the shiny pebbles.

MOBILE

HARD TO REACH

Chair: Kate Inglis-Clark

Chair: Joan Young

Research goes to the game: Is it the battle of
the states or the battle of the brands?

Using ‘digital’ media to talk to
a culturally challenging subject
among a hard to reach audience.

James Burge Research Now
Sally Joubert Luma Research

Shopper Pulse: Pathway to purchase,
one step at a time.
Kylie Brosnan and Peter Kenny
Colmar Brunton Research

Strengthening the longitudinal power of
the “My Telstra Experience” community
through mobile optimised surveys.
Matt Howley Telstra

Questions

Sean Dunn Vision Critical

Colin MacArthur Jigsaw

Ethnography – A new approach to
overweight/obesity research, undertaken
for the “Measure Up 3” campaign.
Robyn Rutley TNS

Megan Briggs ANPHA

Improving the safety of sex workers –
A client-researcher partnership.
Sam Everingham Stethoscope Research
Jackie McMillan Sex Workers Outreach Project

Questions

Program correct at time of printing.
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FULL PROGRAM: Day 2 - Friday 6 September
Level 3 & 4

GOVERNMENT

1.35 - 1.40pm

Chair: Bob White

1.40 - 2.00pm

Who’s that talking?

AFTERNOON SESSION | BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Vicki Arbes Hall & Partners I Open Mind

2.00 - 2.20pm

When new meets old - Can online
methods help us achieve true
representation in Government?
Victoria Parr Latitude Insights

2.20 - 2.35pm

Using dual-frame telephone surveys to
include the ‘mobile phone-only’ population.
Darren Pennay The Social Research Centre

2.35 - 2.55pm

Public opinion - What even is it?
Andrew Bunn Essential Media Communications

2.55 - 3.00pm

Questions

3.00 - 3.30pm

AFTERNOON TEA

Plenary - Level 3

TAKING THE PITH

3.30 - 3.35pm

Chair: Szymon Duniec

3.35 - 4.05pm

Panel discussion: Dare, Create, Inspire! How to implement the learning.

PANEL

4.05 - 4.20pm

CONFERENCE AWARDS

4.20 - 4.55pm

Risk, Creativity - and Life.
KEYNOTE

4.55 - 5.00pm

Reg Baker, Ben Smithee, Kristin Luck,
Annelies Verhseghe, Pravin Shekar

Nigel Marsh Author, Advisor, TED Speaker

CLOSING OF CONFERENCE
Co-Chairs - Erica Van Lieven and Ray Poynter
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5.00 - 6.30pm

CLOSING DRINKS Exhibition Hub - Level 3

6.30pm

YRN AFTER DRINKS meet at reception - Level 3

Day 2

(continued)
NEW TECHNIQUES

THE EDGE

Chair: Alistair Leathwood

Chair: George Zdanowicz

Adventures in text analytics.

Put inside the idiot box: Market research’s
poor showing on the screen.

Sue York Institute for Social Science Research,
The University of Queensland

Huw Hepworth Painted Dog Research

How new technologies helped NRMA
see red on roads.

Collaborative quagmire to clear water.
Christine Walker Alliance Research
Steve Blackley Western Coastal Board

Sarah Dixey
NRMA Motoring and Services

B2B reinvented – ‘It’s all about depth
not length’.

Applications of behavioural economics
to consumer insight, testing the model Can we make it work?

Andrew Kinnear Gartner Inc.
Bala Rajan Vision Critical

Ben Wright Direction First

Text analytics provides the best
of all worlds!

Consumers buy on autopilot:
Do they really care about your brand?

Nigel Mc Cook QANTAS Loyalty QANTAS Airways Limited

Pip Stocks and Paul Dixon BrandHook

Questions

Questions

KEYNOTE

NIGEL MARSH

RISK, CREATIVITY - AND LIFE.
Nigel Marsh is best known for his creative
pursuits. As well as the author of three
books – Fat, Forty and Fired, Overworked
and Underlaid and Fit, Fifty and Fired-Up –
he is also the co-founder of Earth Hour
and the founder of the upcoming
Sydney Skinny.
His first book is currently
being developed into a
major TV series in
America by the creators
of ‘Two and a Half Men’.

Program correct at time of printing.
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Register in
3 EASY STEPS

1

Select the package
that you want

PACKAGES AVAILABLE:
Full Conference Delegate Package

ADDITIONAL SOCIAL EVENTS

This includes:
	One two day Conference pass
(Thursday and Friday)
	One pass to the Opening Networking Panel
and Drinks
	One pass to the Conference Dinner
	One pass to the Closing Drinks
	One full delegate bag (incl USB of Conference materials)

You can purchase additional tickets to the social
events for colleagues, friends or partners.

QPMR Full Delegate DISCOUNT Package
	As per the full package only discounted for QPMR
registered members

Company Rover Delegate Package
This includes:
	One two day Conference pass
(Thursday and Friday)
	One pass to the Opening Networking Panel
and Drinks
	One pass to the Conference Dinner
	One pass to the Closing Drinks
	One full delegate bag (incl USB of Conference materials)
This pass is shared between different delegates from
the same company, however only one delegate can
attend at any one time. Access to the venue and social
events will be by your one lanyard pass only, this
can be left at the front desk for pick up by following
delegates. Your company name only will be shown on
your pass. Additional tickets for social events can be
purchased separately. The membership deal does
not apply to Rover tickets.

One Day Pass
This includes:
	A one day Conference pass (Thursday or Friday)
	One full delegate bag (incl USB of Conference
materials)
* This package does not include any social events. The
membership deal does not apply to one day passes.

Wednesday Night :

Opening Networking
Panel and Drinks

Thursday Night :

Gala Dinner at the Hilton

Friday Night :

Closing Drinks at the Hilton

Please note, set seating or reserved tables are not
available for any of our events – arrive early to hold
your space.

CONFERENCE USB
A USB containing the submitted conference papers and/
or supporting documents from the presentations over
the two days is included in the Full Conference, One Day
and Company Rover tickets only Additional USB’s can
be purchased on the AMSRS Conference website.

MEMBERSHIP DEAL
Not a member? If you are not a member
of the AMSRS, and you purchase a Full
Conference Ticket at non-member rates,
we will offer you temporary associate
membership until June 2014. With your
associate membership, you can take
advantage of all of our membership benefits;
online access to our members portal with
free publications, webinars, conference
papers, discounted and free events.

Accommodation
Accommodation is available at the Sydney Hilton Hotel during your stay at
our conference. AMSRS has secured exceptional rates at the 5 star Hotel and
these rates are exclusive to our conference delegates. Please note there are
other economical accommodation options in the CBD, close to the venue.

To book accommodation at these special rates:
Call Gillian O’Keefe on the contact details below and quote AMSRS
Online: you can go to our website and go to the Hilton website where you can
directly book at this rate.
Direct Line: 02 9265 6047
Email: gillian.okeeffe@hilton.com
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gillian.okeeffe@hilton.com
02 9265 6047

CONFERENCE
DELEGATES’
EXCLUSIVE PRICE!

$289*
Hilton King
Guest Room
* per night

2

3

Register online at
www.amsrs.com.au
or (02) 9566 3100

Note the
closing dates!

PACKAGE PRICES
All figures are in $AUD and include GST. Members’ rates are only available to AMSRS Members.

Members

Non Members

Members

Non Members

QPMR

Registration Package

Early Bird
Rate

Early Bird
Rate

After Early
Bird

After Early
Bird

Early Rate

Full Conference

$1,420

$1,750

Full Conference +
Associate Membership

$1,750

$1,250
$1,950

$1,650

$1,850

$1,850

$2,050

One Day

$700

$850

$850

$1,050

Workshops

$350

$550

$450

$650

Gala Dinner

$220

$220

$220

$220

Opening Networking & Drinks

$90

$90

$90

$90

Closing Drinks

$70

$70

$70

$70

USB

$105

$105

$105

$105

Company Rover

CLOSING DATES

CANCELLATION POLICY:

The closing dates for registration are:

Due to considerable administrative costs incurred in
registration processing, a fee equivalent to 20% of the
registration fee will be charged for any cancellations
received prior to the 2nd August 2013. Cancellations after
2nd August to Thursday 22nd August will be subject to a
50% cancellation fee, representing costs charged by the
venue for confirmed numbers. From Friday 23rd August
@ 5pm cancellations will incur a 100% cancellation fee.
Delegate substitutions are a welcome alternative and in
this instance no fees will be charged (unless member
ticket was booked and a non member replaces). All
requests for cancellations or substitutions MUST be
made in writing to the Society and will be honoured only
if they have been confirmed in writing by the Society.

Early Bird Rates close:

Friday 2nd August 2013

Registrations close:

Friday 23rd August 2013

Late registrations will be considered, depending on the
availability of places. Please note social event ticketing may
close earlier due to maximum capacity of the venue(s).

EARLY BIRD SAVINGS:
Take advantage of the Early Bird Rates!
Register by Friday 2nd August and save.

Register online at www.amsrs.com.au/conference2013
For information regarding the registration
process or payments please contact:

For further information regarding the
conference, contact:

Kara Triulcio at AMSRS

Leslea Clements at AMSRS

kara.triulcio@amsrs.com.au
or (02) 9566 3100.

leslea.clements@amsrs.com.au
or call (02) 9566 3100
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SPONSORS
SPONSORS
CONFERENCE SPONSORS

The Society extends its sincere thanks to our sponsors who have helped to make the Conference possible.

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Co-Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

2726 Solid C

326 Solid C

Bronze Sponsors

Award Sponsors

For further information:

Leslea Clements, Events and Operations Manager
Ph: +61 (0) 2 9566 3100 | Fax: +61 (0) 2 9571 5944
www.amsrs.com.au

